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Introduction

The advent of Medicare, Medicaid,,SSI-, the Order Americans Act ,and a host of other

progiamlrestablished for the benefit of the elde.r.ly undoubtedly reflected a shift'

in public policy to assume greater responsibility for certain segments of the popu-,

lation. They, also signaled the recognition that there are certain basic rights which

have to be guaranteed to everyone, regardless of social status; race, or income.

Subsequent to, but not necessarily as a consequencecfthese new public programs, the

_belief in the slowly eroding role of the family as a caretaker gained increasingly

more and more currency. Additional gupporttur this etherging viewpoint was provided

by major shifts in the work force,, in geographic mobility, and the demographic ccim-

potition of society which inwOne way or another may have.contributed toward restric-

ting the family's caretaker ability. The level of existing knowledge, hoWever, is

uneven, and there is scant hard data to assess the impact these new programs may

have had on the.family.

With a few exceptions, it was only,:in the late t11.7-e ties that the Administration on,

Aging began to focus its research efforts on the family. In fiscal years 1979-60,

the AoA awarded ciczse to $3.9 million for 16 research projects, running from one to..
three years, which are addressing various aspects of the family support system.
Most of these, however, will'not be completed until next year. This paper presents

a comparative analysis of those studies ich had been completed; or published

major-reports to,date.

Although limited in scope and time allottad, this anaiysia does.attergatto highlight
certain findings and trends, some of them supported at high confidence levels in
each one of the studies. Further documentation is creded, however, to clearly define
the level and direction of trends and to substantiate the generalizability of any
findings. % -

..>4* '

Descrintion,Proiects
2/

Tfiree ofthe projects covered in this report were furiaed in the early nineteen-seven-

ties:
-

" The Elderly in the Inner Ciiy" awarded to the New York Office for the'Agingr,

a study of persons 60 and older in New York City; claimed to be the largest
cross-ethnic urban elderly study.ta 1970, based on a representative sampte

()Lover 1,500'respondents of the inner city. Investigator: Marjorie Cantor,
AoA Grant No. AA -4 -70 -089. Consists of a number of reports.

," Social and Economic Supports and Family Environment foe' the Elderly ", awarded
k 't6 Bowman Gray School'of Medicine, Wake Forest University. The study examined

the preferences and acceptability of incentives families need to enable them -*

to take care of older members; it is teased ontwostudies of, families, care-
takers and older persons conducted in Cleveland and Winston-Saleip. Invesuga-

. tor: Marvin B. Sussman. AoA.Grant No. 90-A-316, report dated January 1979:

'3'
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" The Nitional Survey of the Aged", awarded to the University of Chicago,

describes the elderly population in 1962 and 1975, and measures t changes

in Eheir situation. The data is based on two national samples of e

65 and older,):loa-institItionalized population; the oldest and sickest

members however are undevpresented. The surveys used,comparable quea-

ions :OA Grant No, 90-A-369 Investigator: Ethe1406hanae.f f

. -----' --°-
. .

The 1977 research guidelines solicited proposals lo investigate ways -to assist y

Persons -to function in caretaker roles.-As a result, 9 projects were funded by

AoA to last for up to 3'years in the amount of $2:1 million. The followihg were

available for this analysis:

" nformal and Formal Support Systems and Their Effect on the Lives of

he Elderl in Selected Ethnic Communities ", awarded to Catholic Univer-

ity of America. This is a study of 8 white ethnic groups of. European

origin in the Washington-:Baltimore area; the sample includes both the

)*

)'elderly 'and their spokespersons. Investigator: David GuttmaniltADA Grant .

No. 90-A-1007.

1

" Three Generations of Women: Comparisons of Attitudes and Prefetences fot

*v1,ce Providers ",a paper presented by Elaine Brody ,et al at 3211cl annual

meeting of Gerontological Society, c4ashington, D.C.) NoveMber 197,9.

Paper is based on research supported by AoA Grant No 90-A'-1277,." The

Dependent Ellerly and Women,s Changing Roles " conducted by, the Phila-
.

delphia Gerptric Center.

" With a Little Help from my Friends ", a grailt to the American Institute'

of ResearCh.The study is based on a nationally representativeple

.0' of elderly in their seventies who do not suffer 'severe physical or mental-

impairement minority.pOpulltions underrepresented ), and.a sample of

those who assist the elderly in a regular, informal ways AoA76i.ant No.

90-A- 1320, report dated January 1980.7.nvestigatorz.,Sara.' E. Rix.

" The Role of Caiegivers in the Black Community ", grant,to the Institute

for the Study of Human Systems, Inc. A 2-year study in 5 Black communi-

ties of a sample of elderly, the informal caregivers, and the formal ,s

agencies. Investigators: Brin Hawkins and Solomon Jacobson. AoA Grant46

No. 90-A-1375. Report undated.

Preliminary Executive Summary for AoA Grant No.-96-A-1681, "Long -Term

Care Detision'Making: Institutionalized Elderly ", dated March 1980.

A grant to Georgetown University for, a secondary analysis of the 1916

Survey of Institutionalized Pepons.condocted by Census bureau for DREW..

Respondents include a nationally'represenative sample of LTC institutions,

(including penal?, the residents' of pese.institdtions, and a.subsample

&f families of the residents, based on fo4low'-up interviews. Investigator:

Beth Soldo.
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The 1978 guidelines announced only A limited'area that relates to the family

support system: the decision-making process. Howayer,seven additional projects- .

were funded as a result of the 1-979 guidelines; these projects,,,funded at 'Sl.I.

million, focus on the experiences and problems'of caretaker families. The attach-
platlists the projects funded as a result of these announcements., (

. ?
Myth of the Demise -of the Family (Support gystem .

1'.

. .

,
The family is and remains a major provider of assistance and to the elder-

0
ly member. This is the most consistent finding brought to light in each one-of
the-studies covered in this report. Documentation of the extent and scope of care
is -also provided. The extended family Aill'exists,' especially in the Spdnish
anal Black communities, and in a;modified version ih Others ( Censor, Hawkins). 1

The\emging structure of the family is shown,by the disappearance of the two- Ilik
.

and three-generetion familiei under one roof end the appearance of what Litwak -

calls the modified extended family: separately housed but partly dependent nuclear
families Which- help each other ( Cantor). This reduction in structure and physical
isolation does not seem to altar the close familial ties and the :the supporting
role that usually characterized Ate family netwerkthough they are.,living apart,
half of the eldeily parentyive within 30--minutes of their children, close enough
for personal interaction. The clearest indication of the emerging structure shown,
by the fact that the number of parents who lived with children or non-relatives

...-

declined for both groups by 50%"between 1962 and 1975 (Shanas).
l

The related myth that the dissolution of the traditional family also brought de-,
crease in interaction is also dispelled: Shanas found that 67% of those 75 anc;
over and,severely disabled had seen a .child in 24 hours; 3/5 of the elderly in.

.Luttman's study relied-on.the informal and family network; 81% of the New York
Inner City elderly have one easily accessible child and a majprity see the nearest

L..
child at least once a week (Cantor). The notion that government programs encourage
the shirking of family responsibility (what Brody Calls the myth of service sub-

stitution)does not seem to have much foundation'(Brody), .

.
.

..-
-

.

In the thregenerational study of women, 80% of
.

the respondents reiterated the

myth that t day's children do-not take care.of their elderly as in the past -'

yet, these ame women strongly endorsed,the proposition that children should,

heap their o elderlys"(Brody%. ..

--A. .

-A.

% This apparent disparity between perceived public.practice and individual be-

havior
.

lseem5 t unddiscore ahe persistance of the traditional value System which

guides khe fami yls interaction. Insistence that that their own case"is the excep-

tion reveals 'the inpsite of the prevailing public, trend a they see it, the family_

remains a cohesive and resilient unit. Its role continues as it adjusts to emerging

. trends and pv.essures\and adopts variations to fudction as needed.In asense this

attitude also implies,a Tejection of substitute services.
, .

*

Consonant with the above data is the willingness of the majority of families to'

.
r take in the,elderly, should the need arise; 80% expressed such willingness Isuad-5.6%

said they would actually perform that function (Sussman).Paralieling the families'

5
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wikingness.tahelp the elderly is the elderlY'sown preference to have the child
and the family as primary caretaker (Cantor, Guttman). The nature and extent of
family interaction, as will be shown later,, also indicates that the family is a

Viable.caretaker untt.

. Popular belief to-the contrary, filial responsibility is strong. The studies under-
score the significance and dgrability of the emotional bond and intimate ties

. betwean'parents and children. Both the children and grandchildren put special
=0Z-is on closeness to parent/grandparent (confidanrrole-Brody). Filial res-
ponsibility is recagniZed by chijdren and is a motivating force for help, lapeci-
allY in ethnic communities,(9C% of white ethnics had a confident, mostly sons and

of,daughters -Guttman; sense orespddsibility and loyalty motivates caregiving in
tfieLBlack community-Hawkins).For women, the' traditional value of family care is
linked with the new value emanating from women's increasingly greater work role.
Inspite of the "overload" they still feer-a senseofLobligation to their parents-

, (Brody). The strongest expression of filial responsibility comes from grand-
children (Brody).

--

'Aa long as the myths'about the erosion'of family ties prevail, and selfless
devotion and'anonymity of the 'family's role remains unrecognized, the develdp-,
mentof a-iespnnsive public policy is hampered. Whatever the reason for the myths,
the role of families needs to be portayed in its true dimension and presented -

forcefully to influence public opinion and decision-making.
A

Independence and Living_.Arrangements

The desire to be independent comes through in various ways and is expressed by
_All elhe generations. The push for independence is revealed id the emerging family

structure.(dodified extended family) and reflects new lifestyles in housing and
living arrangement$: Livihg aldne'becomes an acceptable lifestyle - the dumber of

. marriel. couples living by themselves rose from 79% in 1962tO 84% in 1975; parallel
to this was the substantial decline ikthe number of old living with children or
non-relative, noted earlier(Shanas). In the Black community in New York, the
number of women living with children, is three'times higher than in others (Cantor).
There is one alarming trend, however": in 1975 34% of the elderly lived'alone,

.

And they also had high incapacity score's, as compared to 25% in 1962 (Shanes).:,

4 . ,,

. Howeverc-living alone Is not concomittant of isolation, nor is living arrange -

. i

' \ ment the determining factor of loneliness And the extent Of interaction with
others. Those in'poor fiealth'and liing with others were nine times as likely as

-4,

those in good Health to report loneliness.- those lone and in poor health were'
4

twice as likely than those in good health.to feel lonely. Loneliness,is not necess= 't'.

`arily the.absence of others, however.Feelings of loneliness and the extent of
---->v: 4 .4' interaction seem more,iMportant than living Ofianas)."Intimacy at a

distance" is still a powerful force.'.
. .

,'"
.

,

, 4,,,,,, ,
, . . '..,

.Although not under/one' roof, the modified'extendeTqamily lives close to each .

, -

other and the distance decreaies as they' be,come Alder (Ohanas)..Interestingly
,.1

while the majority live close; 74%-of ail the-gederations expressed the belief
,that adult children shoWd not live Close to their parents (Brody).However,

.

, ,
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proximity may not be the.major determine t of the functionality of relation-

ships the extent of contactand expres ed preferences
of"both elderly and the

children As to who the caretaker should be appear-equally important.

Related to.the
wish to be on their own'is the desire not to be a burden to the

child, and the reluctance to Ask for help(Brody, Cantor);
in, the Rix study,. ,

1/3 of the elderly felt it difficult to ask for assistance; other family members,

especially those in the middle generation, feel that government could replace

certain type of family help, and actually prefer purchase of service (Brody),.

,
.

-

'Oldest anclyoungest
gene'rations of womedpreferocchildren

to be service providers.

On the other hand, women in the.middle generation would
optfor private pay

to meet their own needs inold age which indicates a conflict between the emer-'

ging norms and value system, of the working women and-theiryish to be indepen-

dent. They.hold,on
to the view that children should'help their parehts(the

traditional role of family)\, ,but they themselves do not want such help -the

pressure' of "role
overload", the wish to. spate and to avoid

the4ourden of help'

on their own children, and their greater willingness.to accept government

financial support
may,partially explain this attitude.(Brody)'. Consonant with"-

these is the middle generation's
reluctance (90%) to rely on:their children as

a source of money,/in case
they need help. The elderly also express aparticu-

larlY "Tierce-desire"
to,remain

financielfY independent - only one -third would

turn to' their kid-, one-third to no -one (cantor); only 3-4% received money

regularly, and 2% had their'medical
bills paid by the children (Shanas).

Whenever studied, attitudes toward welfare also play a role 'in the patterh'of

service provision and the drive-toward independence. The nature and Saliency'

of these attitudes have not been elciplored in these studies, and it is not

explored how cognitive and affective factors shape andinfuence opinions.

In general,
non-family help is viewed by the elderly as welfare (Brody); it

is considered as ahandout; nor are elderly whitest' and some of the ethnic groups._

willing,to accept welfare (Cantor, Guttman). Countering.0e
notion that non-,

family services are
welfare, is the belief tha.t the government should provide

services. since they are paying for it through taxes; close to one-half'of the

elderly preferred
go;fernment services over ethnice services for this reaaon;

) hoever, they prefer tndii;enous ethnic staff
in'homes for the elderly(Guttman).

The fdhily life cicle also.increased, as almOst 50%of the elderly were members

'of four-generation
families 'in 1975, up

from'401% in 1962; three out of four

were membeys of multi-generation
families, and four out of five had at least *'

one sibling (Shanas) .
This'widening of the. family base- may ,haye a significant

impact on the cieretiker
hinctitim. On the surface, it'appears that almost half,.

of the elderly can ,count on a 17ger pool,of potential resource:for,assistance.

MC-the other hand, the provision of assistance appears to, be bn an intimate

basis. Shanas found that the presence,of., more than'dne child and at least one

daughter has functional
relevance to integrating'the elderly in the famili,

helOing network. On this basis , most of the elderly who.have
at beast one sur-
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viving child ( 60% of the total) can count on such intimate care.

Some 40%1 f the elderly were widowed,, separated, of divdrcedIvnd V. were
without f fly but may have collateral kin.As far as marriagelis concerned,
men are mere likely to be marriedthan women and, as they grOwlbld, men stay
married longer. .

%

The proximity of the caretaker is one of the common findingfof these studies;
as noted earlier, 50% with at least one child'ha4 also,awn household but lived
within 30 minutes journey (Shanas); in New York, 63% ofthe Black children
lived withih-city limits, 30% being in the same household qr in the if mediate
neighborhood (in sharp.contrast'to the South were 50% of children lived Out-of-
State - Cantor); about hilfpof these children are seen by their mothers at least
weekly; however, 40% of the women have not had a 'surviving child. This seems to
run contrary to the myth that Black women abandon their children. The Interaction
.between Black children and their mothera,in support of each'others seems to be
extensive, and, asCantersopines, suggests that the Northern ghetto life marked
by crowded conditions and proximity may be more conducive to familial interde-
pendence than in Southern cities.

In addition to the dri7e..Lpr independence, all generations e3press the need
for love, intimacy, soliratity,and close personal relationships;,matching this
feeling about the viability of familial. ties are the salient attitudes' and
preferences expressed by both groups regarding the primary source of help:
the children.The presistante of the.emotional bond 'and sense'of interdepen-
dehce seems'to overridi.the rise in the physical separetion)of the extended-
family.: Thus, SUSsman maintains that iI is precisely the exchange and the'
-reciprocity of these relationships which serve as a "..:major dose of preventive
medicine...", contributing-to life satisfaction, and the ge4cal well-being of

_ .

all concerned. . .
.. -,'k

'

/f.'
Cultural,

,

racial and ethnic factots play unique parts in shaping the family role.
.

Certain 'ethnic groups ( Italians, -=for one) maintain close family ties, regard-,

-..less-of differences in attitudes, or in social, economic and educational. status

,
between parent's and.children; in other,group,s ( notably Eastern European Jews),

these differences and the desire for independence may override the family bond,

. and may trigger'a prefe;ence for forrial services' rather than reliance on the

'Amily.(11rody).- ,

. ,
t '

.
. ,.. 4

'The changing or transitional structure of the family, the,verious normative

prescriptions and'role expectations of society undoubtedly affect the emfging

pattern offamily.relatiOnships. So ardalso,the major shift5in longevity and,

the growing number -of 4o-f the old sand old. -ol,d, the rise in employment of women of

middle age, and the graying of =the adult child. What is the nature and impact of !

thpse force's needs further study. : \. : .
t

/Pa
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The two-studies reported Jr:l Sussman focus on finding out what types of assis-
tonce,or help families prefer to enable them to provide better care for the
elderly, and whether they would participate intovernr6ent programs providing
help to caretaker families. The respondents were older persons and their care-

, talders. Two types of supports 'werelTisented - financials aAservice programs-
for selection and ranking. The monithl* check ($200-400) proved, to be the most
popular financial support ( 45 to tl% in Winston Salem (WS) and 68% in Clevelan
Least popular were the rentalallawance/tax deduction'and the low cost-home
improvement' loan. Preference for food stamps was low for the groups, and uneven

among, the various samples - itwas rited;last withuzrent allowance/tax deduction

by one of the samples in WS, while in Cleveland it wasfourth out of the.five,
items presented; when asked about4the least liked supports, food stamps were

rated la4 by four samples and renallowance/tax deduction was last for one
sample.

4!

t, -,
F,

,,.

The preference for medical care was the 'clear-cut first choice of all of the
samples in bpth studies over three &her choices of service programs (67% in

Cleveland anY a range from 23 to 26% in WS); homemaker service was the second.
most liked in all, except 01g-sample 'group in WS, followed by the social center
as third choice; conversely; least preference was given to the social center

among all but one of the samples.
.

1.

Considered together, the two top ranked-choices among the financial, and service
,support piograms were the monthly check, and medical care. The combined results
of the studies shawa slight preference for social programsTin WS**and for finan-
cial support in Cleveland. The Modest numbi.r.of service agencies in.WS, contras-
ted with as abundant number An .Cleveland may partly explain the difference.

Those who had actually .caned for the elderl5i' emphasized'qualitymedical care
and the social center as'the most' desirle stiPport programs-- only ir% of thel

'voted for the monthly check - a clear indication that relief for and help with
caring represent the kind of help that would maximize caretaker ability; they

r-
,

also expressed a desire to reduce." their psychic. input ".to make their ,lives
i,

less harried. ( . . .i. -----

Willingness to participate in government programs to help families take care of
their old Members was overwhelmingly endorsed (over 90%) In both studies, and'
,.56%_ in fact indicated,that they wnylAparticipate in,' such programs. Those who
completed at least high-school anWO-..had no religious preference, as well at Black

persons were more likely to see the govern gent take responsibility for the elderly; .

'Catholics and Protestants fert strongly that that responsibility belongs to
the family. The preference for government intervention was also expressed by the
ethnic groups` studied by Guttpla ; half of them voted far such help.a'

. .

o
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Another area explored by the-two studies was willingness to take in the older

person.'Over 807.pin both studies expressed such willingness under sothe circum- -

stances. Those saying "no", favored government programs first, stating thatonly_y

the last resort should falmilies 'care for their elderly: Willingness is further

conditioned on perceived difficulties and the feeling of the spouse. Duration of

marriage and age are twq.other variables, but they affect willingness negative--

4y - the.locer married and' he older, the least likdly to be willing io take in

older persons, Background, income arid other socio-demographic variables do not

'seem to.have perceptive influence. ANother finding is the difference in willing-

ness expressed by men, women and couples: women are lowest in unwillingness, follo-

wed by men and couples; the ranking is tilt same for the highest level of willing-

ness. These variables which influence willingness \should receive c urate

consideration in designing programs and in invqvfng the family and re atives

in caretaking activities.

As far as costs tre,concerned, the two studies reveal a progresslon'in expenses

starting with home care and leading to private or public institutions. It is.

cheaper to care for a'person who lives with family, than one who lives in the

neighborhood; most costly, is hospitalization; coats however do not take

account any value that may be associated with, intangible benefiti flowing frdm

love, intimacy, solidarity and enhanced quality of life. Yet, although not

measured, these Intangible benefits do prodake definite economic 6avings(Sussman),.

Nature of Contacts and'Help

Most older persons in their
basic life management 'tasks

they received was mainly to
the fsmily'network foi help

Hawkins; Brody).'

seventies and even in their,eighties are coping with
With only minor assistance from others - the help
enhance the quality of life - most would rely on

if needed ( Aix, Shanas,,Ctntorj Guttman, Sussman,

[
Family contacts increase'mith need and age -,67% of -those 75 and older with

L high incapaatS stores had seen a child in the last 24 hours, compared to 367

* of those 65-69; the,rate for those 80 and over was 79%. The majority of thee c

elderly:are in daily/weekly contact with-at leait one child; the purpose of con-

tact is to visit, share activities and help(Shanas). 'In New York City 87% of

those who had -at least one_child reported one:or more type of help from thei

(Cantor. Household and maintenance tasks,compose the major areas of help by

relatives.: 85% cook, 69% do laUndry, 65% Shop, 62% clean (Rix) - the other

studies quote similar findings. Children of Black'women in New York gave gifts

to 8O7 to and helped 757 of their elderly mothers who were ill or.needed shop-

ping(Cantor). In five Black communities, over°50% of the Caretakgra did shopping,

cooking, escort iqd visitation (Hawkins),In general, women are the major pro- -

vider's of help, with spouSes and daughters Providing the 'post.'

Men seem to get considerably more help than waited- Rix fotind that five times as

;twury,women as men did not get help With cleaning, and four times as many did not

get help with cooking. a a

.1`
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In ethnic communities 3/5 of the'elderlY 'relied on the informal and family

support system; and 80% who had children Irequentpd them often; life.eatis-,

faction was tied closely-to family life,' and.for one-third of them good family

life meant happiness OluttnanT. Benefits of multi-geherationai households were
even more PrOnounced in the Black communities - it offered,.besides help, a
reassuring,psychologically supporting environment(Cantor). Contrary po stereo-

types, lack womenudo get help from children and augmented family - 867 received
help 4qmtheir offspring, and 80% 'of the children gave gifts and 75% helped in
illness and'with other chores (Cantor)':

In-case.of illness, emergency,' or crisis, the family'is the major provider of
help (Cantor, Hawkins, Shanas),In the two national` surveys by Shanas, 67%
reported help frOm children. The family also attends regularly to personal care
needs, household tasks reqmired to keep the elderly in the community. Regulari
ty of contact, intimacy,'emotionalnterdependence, and:the idiosyncratic and
personal nature of tasks and help are key features of-the family caretaker

function.

In meeting the prolonged needs of the seriously impaired, the family is motive- .

ted by ,a sense of responsibility (gawkins) In many instances,, the family is *-

also the'last resort for those who no longer can be keptlinInstitutions.
Spouse. was the major help to the bedfast. Help by children, however, declined,
some of it being replaced by paid helpers. This trend was the result of several
factors: bedfast likely to bq older, and caring children, also older; they may
be physically less able to help; more middle aged women took,jobi(Shanas).
Younger children believed, that responsibility should be shared more equally

between sons and daugbterc, and younger womerare more liketyto believe that_
adult children with own faMilies should do household tasks for their elder

parents (Brody). " Intimacy at e,distance " seems very much alive.

Viet there -is a limit as to,the type' and duration of the help families can .

...provide is shown by the fact,thatoincontidenta deciding factor insti-

tutionaliziv.the elderly parent - the family does not seem to be equipped-
to cope with such problems; regardless 6fthe functional ability of the older
person, incase of incontinence the family is likely to opt for institutional

placement(Shanah): The dedision to institutibnaliie the elderly 'person seems to.
be a family affair:°in 417- of the cases it was the older person or the sp.ouse,

who made the decision, end in 47% of the cases.. the family member,, excluding

spous!idecided the placement; only 12% of admissions were non - family. The

- referral network which recommends the long-term care 'facility is also dominated
by the informal-system; only.46% of tle referrals are by the formal network(Soldo).

Assistance i& not a One. Way street. There is considerablq reciprocity among
the elderly and' their ofniviitgs'ama'ielatives. Help by parents,increasedfrbm
60 % to 71% between 1962 and 1975, and so did help to grandchildren (Shanas).
In New York-City, 62% of the parents gave Sifts, 52% intervened in illness or,
crisis, 347 took care of grandchildren( ; in .11 80% of Black women Provided
one or more instrumental and affective help to their'children (Cantor). Steady
exchange-ofhelp gal also characteriatoix in white ethnic communities (Guttman).

t.



Discussion .0

a.

Although not conclusife,
,
the _findings of this small-scale study are strongly.

suggestive of the family's current caretaker role. The major consistent finding

is that the family is an4 remains the iprimary and,major'ProFidet of suppfort,to:'

the elderly mi/Oers in times of illness, emergency, gir crisis as well as for help

withemotiaaaf, 'psycho/ogigal andother'doendency needs. This is even morel t

remarkable in view of the enormity of the social, economic' demographic andte.chno-

logical.changes which brought about the. disappearance of tilt extended family, the

gravIng of America, the rise' in women's eMployment, and the correlated or cohco-
mitant changes in attitudes, lifestyles and values-. .In.fact, the constancy of
the'familial bond does not seem to be affected by the emerging normative_ values
and roles which, as perceived or expressed by the public at.large; run counter to

/
actual family behavior. The faMily seems to have enormous potential to be flexi-
ble andLlo adjust its behavior to carry out its mission ima'vastly changing-en-

vironment: caretaking seemssno(longer to.be solely a, function of,living quether
but Ua living nearby; intimacy at a distance, frequency )of cohtactis..0 mutual

, expectations are at the core of caretaker activity.
.

_

The results also dispell.a number of widely held myths aboUt the demise of the

family support system: the erosion of filial responsibility, the thankless child
syndrome, and the break up of.the family as a social and caretaker ho t. Howeyer, -

as long 4s .these myths prevail, and selfless devotion and anonymity) the fami- .

,ly's roleremsip unrecogniZed, the development of a'responsive publi policy is

(virtually impos le.The role of familieS needs to be portrayed in its true dimenn
ston and presented forcefully to influence public opinion and decision-making.

-e.
. )

Another findingeiS'the close connection between conjugal families, composed of '

old and young, interacting and supporting each other. Mutuality of relationships
and reciprocity make the connection viable. The emergdilice of the four - generation

family creates both an additional btirden and enlarged roles, and seems to extend
the potential pool of available help for4bout-50 of the elderly.

't
,

.
e

e '
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Theanalysis does not offer insight into theaffct public polic4 y have on the
.family. The creation of a host of public programs in'the last two cades reqiec-

ted an assumption o more responsibility for certain segmentsofthe population;
Some of these such as the-freeing'of child responsibility, SSI, Medicare', etc.

undoubtedly benefited the. elderly. However; the Nejority of families.and the'dider-

ly studied lave not ,benefited from thest, although many express preferindE--1A $ '.

appropriate governMental assistance to help ease the*caretaking,§Urden.If policy
depends in parr on expectations and-preferences,'than the family oughtto.be at .

the center of national policy.Suchis;not the case, .and the present' off -hands

policy may have-had the unintended impact of discouraging-this role. The fact ,
$,

that only three States have started programs of their awrio support, the caretaker s,

family dnderscores the lack of Federal initiative in this area: Yet the data show

'preference:by familit* for outside support ! Assistanceto cope with incontinence -

offeis perhaps the best example of the need'for approplate intervention consisting-,

of medications, new technological devices, or simply 9 petencltbuilding on the

institutionalization: On balance, it appears that even 'without outside help, o \ .

.part of families. Providing such assistance is likely to prevent unnecessary . - -?*.

ss-
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with insufficient resources. families will continue to care for their elderly.
members at home as long as they can.,,

Apart-from policy, the analysis also has/implications for service providers:
preferences', attitudes and behavior of families may be more important than Other
demographic data in program plannihg and development;, need& assessment needs to
go beyond the routine data to coverall aspects of the family support system.

In this way services can'be desigded to complement the humane, respohsive, intimat
caring only the family can provide; providers need to work with families to enable
them to deal with and use the system, to refine their caretaking role and to
recognize their own limitationt. The formal and the fakily,support systems need
to work in balance, sharing the pesponsibilfty for the pare provided.

Concurrently, more research is needed to see how incentives work, how to determine
and meet family caretaking needs, and to find out about burn-out and tolerance
levels-beyond which caretaking becomes !' Maltaking ". Different approaches and'
techniques need to be developed and-tested in large-scale demonstration pxograms
in different parts of the country and with different types of popeations.

Vinally.,4s,,seems the question is no longer whether to support the family but

how add thliggh what means and support can the ability of this mediating struc-
ture be enhanced to continue its crucial role in keeping elderly members at home
and out of institutions. After all, the fmnily may be as much in need of help
as the elderly person it is caring for. "

f
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